
The Original 3-in-1 
children’s boots are here.

Hello World!



Like gum balls for
children’s feet.
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Butler has invented a bold, innovative, playful and versatile brand of protective, all season 3-in-1 
footwear for kids. Yes, you read it right! Butlers are 4 season boots AND overshoes AND slippers all in one! 
Whatever the weather, your children’s feet are in good hands.

4 SeaSon Boot
with l iner

From snow & cold (-30F / -35C) 
to rain & sun (+68F / +20C)

1

Slipper
l iner  on ly

The liner becomes a cozy slipper.

overShoe
with l iner removed

From snow & cold (-22F / -30C) 
to rain & sun (+68F / +20C)

2 3

THE ORIGINAL 3-in-1



Our Promise 
The art of leading through change starts with understanding what has not changed: 
THE SPIRIT OF CHILDHOOD.

Children are born with an insatiable desire to leap into the great unknown – a sense of wonder 
and mystery and magic and dancing in a world where anything is possible and the only limit is 
your imagination. At Butler, our quest for unique innovation is focused on protecting that dance. 

Your Children’s Feet are in Good hands!

Our Story 
We never actually lose that spirit, it simply carries into parenthood. As the founder of Butler and a parent of four, 
it was important for me to continue weaving that never-ending dance with my kids. That meant finding solutions 

to encourage them to never stop exploring the great outdoors – and create their most treasured memories. We 
watched our children’s daily routines, imagining how to meet their needs instead of dictating them. 

Children deserve stylishly designed products that offer complete latitude and practicality in all conditions, so that 
they can have fun without a care in the world. And as parents, we deserve peace of mind, knowing that 

we’ve made the best possible choice for our little ones.

Butler: From snow and cold to rain and sun!

“The art of leading through change starts with 
understanding what has not changed: 

THE SPIRIT OF CHILDHOOD.”
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ABOUT BUTLER



Made On Planet Earth: First 
stop, USA! 

We’re driven by product quality above all else. By basing our manufacturing 
entirely in the USA, our goal is to have an eco-friendly impact and to make 

a difference in the community. It’s also the ultimate quality assurance: people 
working nearby, carefully crafting every item to meet the highest standards 

– creating a product they wouldn’t hesitate to give to their own kids. 

Butler boots - proudly Made in the USa!

Where does our 
name come from? 
Our boots aren’t called Butler for nothing. Our inspiration came from 
the literal classic and well-mannered helper that’s a big part of your family 
and always at your service. Symbolized by a lovable loyal penguin with 
a fondness for all things wet or cold, Butlers are always there to help; by 
protecting little feet and shoes and making life a little easier when bad 
weather gets in the way.

nothing takes care of you like a Butler!
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Brighten up even
the dullest days!
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100% waterproof
Butler boots are perfect for snow thumping and puddle 

jumping and keeping little feet dry, warm and cozy, 
whatever the weather. Splash around or stay outside 
building snowmen for hours. From rain and sun to 

snow and cold, you’re covered!

Big fan easy entry system
Thanks to its flexible design, any type of shoe 

can fit comfortably inside the Butler, from high-top 
sneakers to ballet slippers.

AFO, orthotics & special needs friendly
Butlers are meant to be worn by all children, 

all year round, whatever the weather.

4 season versatility
Little feet and their shoes need protection

from the rain, sleet and snow. From -30F / -35C 
to +68F / 20C, children can wear their Butler boots 

anywhere and everywhere. Butlers are a well 
mannered helper and a symbol of peace of mind.

Custom Velcro® Brand closure
We wanted a closure that would be extremely 

durable and reliable, so we partnered with 
the very best in the industry.

Easy on, Easy off
Butlers’ easy-on puller is practical, tear-resistant and 
easy to use, helping little ones develop a sense of 

independence. Because they’re built to stand up on their 
own, sliding off a pair of Butler boots is just as simple.

Machine washable liner
High tech and 16mm thick yet so easy to keep 

clean! Simply throw our liners/slippers in 
your next machine load.

Dishwasher safe boot
You’re already busy enough, right? Simply take 

the liners out, and and put the Butler boots in your 
dishwasher with your next load and they’ll 

come out as bright as new.

Made in USA
Manufacturing Butler boots in the United States 
ensures the highest quality product and helps 

support the local economy. So we’re helping keep 
the American dream going strong while 

keeping little feet happy.

Ultra lightweight
Butler boots are lightweight, so you can easily 

carry them with you wherever you go.

Slip resistant sole
Butler’s reliable rugged outsole keeps little 

ones from slipping and sliding as they explore 
the great outdoors.

Non-toxic and 
environmentally-friendly

All our materials are eco-friendly and meet or exceed all 
Consumer Safety tests, with zero traces of lead or plastic 

toxins. So you can be sure your children’s feet are in 
good hands.

EXTRA FEATURES
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The Macaroni is an all season, 3-in-1 tall boot with rugged outsole. From snow and cold (-30F / -35C) to rain & sun (+68F / +20C), 
Butlers are 4 season boots AND overshoes AND slippers all in one! Whatever the weather, your children’s feet are in good hands.

The Macaroni
3-in-1 tall boot with rugged outsole

sizes:
toddler size 5 to 10
youth size 11 to 3

colors
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BBM801 Classic Navy BBM802 Sunshine Yellow

BBM803 Bright Lime BBM804 Bubble Gum Pink
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The Rockhopper is an all season, 3-in-1 short boot. From snow and cold (-30F / -35C) to rain & sun (+68F / +20C), 
Butlers are 4 season boots AND overshoes AND slippers all in one! Whatever the weather, your children’s feet are in good hands.

TheRockhopper
                3-in-1 short boot

sizes:
toddler size 5 to 10
youth size 11 to 3

colors
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BBR901 Classic Navy BBR902 Sunshine Yellow 

BBR903 Bright Lime BBR904 Bubble Gum Pink



Four seasons of fun 
for little feet.
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Waterproof & Insulating
Made from one mold, Butler outer shells use no glue or stitched parts 
that would cause leaky seams. The liner ensures warmth to -30F / -35C 
and cool to +68F / +20C. 

Construction & No Adhesives
Butler uses a TPE compound, a consistent high performer in cold 
temperature crack tests and slip & wear tests. The accordion pleat and 
strap lock in the foot or shoe. We use heat and NO adhesives for the 
liner lamination. This insures improved breathability & eliminates toxic 
substances. Our materials are lead and phthalate free.

Breathability & Comfort
Butler’s Atmosfeel 3-part liner lamination ensures superior breathability 
and long-term comfort in cold and warm weather.

1. Breathe Right® breathable 16mm compression foam is the latest in 
breathable technology, providing the ultimate cold and warm weather 
comfort and ensuring a quick drying time.

2. The inside layer is a polyester based tacliner. This ensures that moisture 
is wicked away from the foot and combats odor causing bacteria, fungal 
mold and mildew.

3. The outside lining material is a Skyline polyester fabric increasing the 
wicking effect and providing lasting durability.

Duel Density Footbed
Our liners are completed with a duel density footbed to 
maximize the child’s comfort while insuring a snug and stable foot. 
It is coated with Agion®, the best performing antimicrobial on the market.

The Ultimate Comfort
Immediate Comfort
No other boot provides the cushioning and hugging effect achieved from 
our combination of liner and TPE outer shell. The 15mm thick breathable 
liner combined with the TPE outer shell hugs the foot to provide 
unprecedented cushioning not achieved with traditional boot construction.

Long Term Comfort
Breathability is the key to sustained warmth and comfort and the Butler’s 
Atmosfeel breathable laminate works better than any traditional boot liners.

SPECIFICATIONS



Capturing the spirit
of childhood.



REACH US
Sales inquiries/Orders: wholesale@thebutlerbrand.com

Press: info@mariposa-communications.com / 212.534.7939

Marketing: info@thebutlerbrand.com

Customer service: smile@thebutlerbrand.com

FOLLOW US
facebook.com/thebutlerbrand

twitter.com/thebutlerbrand1

instagram.com/thebutlerbrand

pinterest.com/thebutlerbrand

WWW.THEBUTLERBRANd.COM
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